FACULTY MEETING

Agenda:

1. Announcements
   Spring Schedule
   EARN Early Alert Retention Network (email)
   NAAB process (syllabi, work, consultations)
   Study Abroad Meetings Schedule
   Purchases (3D printer, 3D Scanner, Smart TV’s, Camera, Projector, Stools, Chairs, Office Materials)
   Core Assessment (Design 1, GB&C, & IBE)
   Program Assessment (ARC 4156-Spring, ARC 6146-Fall)
   Internship Guidelines
   IDE – CIDA updates
   AIAS?

2. Committees (Curriculum + Assignment)

3. Studio Culture Policy Discussion
   Additions:
   - Studio as an environment (time & place)
   - Deal with culture of lack of performance
   - Focus on Individual Performance
   - Physically and Intellectually in Studio
   - Focus on Time Management
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